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Abstract: The Kuramoto Model is a simple model of synchronisation phenomena within networks of 

coupled oscillators. The model has been applied to military Command and Control (C2), as illustrated in 

Figure 1. The mapping between model and reality is summarised in Table 1. 

In this paper we briefly summarise the Kuramoto Model, and report a simple agent-based combat simulation 

experiment justifying the applicability of the model to C2. In the experiment, a networked blue force 

consisting of 8 infantry fighting vehicles (supported by artillery) attempts to move through a region 

containing a red force of 40 units. There is a statistically significant monotonic nonlinear relationship 

between angle correlations in the Kuramoto Model and plan-agreement correlations in the combat simulation. 

We conclude the paper with an epistemological reflection on the use of the Kuramoto Model, and the lessons 

that can be drawn from it for computer simulation of human processes, especially in the military domain. 

Figure 1. Model and reality: a network of oscillators (left) models a network of military nodes (right). 

Table 1. Mapping the Kuramoto Model to the C2 domain. 

Kuramoto Model C2 application 

Network of nodes with angle θ in each node ↔ Network of nodes with plan in each node 

Difference between angles in different nodes ↔
Level of conflict between plans in different 

nodes 

Feedback given by differential equation acts to 

reduce differences between angles ↔
Feedback given by C2 processes acts to reduce 

level of conflict between plans 

Short network paths (low average distance) and 

multiple alternate network paths (high 

connectivity) support synchronisation 
↔ 

Short network paths (low average distance) and 

multiple alternate network paths (high 

connectivity) support synchronisation 

Problems in synchronising large cycles (artefact) – 

– 
Many C2-relevant properties of synchronisation 

with no counterpart in the Kuramoto Model 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The Kuramoto Model (Kuramoto 1984; Strogatz 2000; Dorogovtsev et al. 2008) is a simple model of 

synchronisation phenomena. The model was originally formulated in the physical sciences, where a network 

of oscillating entities can lock on to a common frequency. It has also been applied to biological 

synchronisation (Winfree 1980) and to synchronisation in military organisations (Dekker 2007, 2010; 

Kalloniatis 2008, 2010; Kalloniatis & Zuparic 2014, 2016). 

A typical network of coupled oscillators is shown in Figure 1(a). Each node has an associated phase angle θi, 

as well as its own natural frequency ωi (assumed to come from a unimodal and symmetric distribution). The 

model dynamics are governed by the following differential equation, which describes a negative feedback 

process: differences between θi and θj act to bring θi and θj closer together: 
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Here Aij is the adjacency matrix of the network topology and k is a coupling constant which determines the 

strength of the coupling. In this paper we will consider the network topologies in Figure 2, which differ in the 

average distance (mean path length) D between nodes, and the vertex connectivity K (minimum number of 

independent paths between nodes). The degree of synchronisation within the network can be measured by the 

correlation coefficient r: 
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As a theory of synchronisation in Command and Control (C2), the Kuramoto Model is applied as in Figure 1 

and Table 1 (Dekker 2013a). The network of oscillators corresponds to a network of military nodes with the 

same topology. The angles θi themselves do not correspond to any quantity in the military world, but the 

differences θi − θj correspond to the level of conflict between plans in different military nodes. 

The negative feedback process in Equation 1 corresponds to the real-world C2 processes which act to reduce 

level of conflict between plans in adjacent nodes, i.e. to ensure that plans are synchronised. 

   
(a) Complete (D = 1, K = 15) (b) Hypercube (D = 2.1333, K = 4) (c) Antiprism (D = 2.4, K = 4) 

   
(d) Cubic (D = 2.2667, K = 3) (e) Dumbbell (D = 1.9333, K = 1) (f) Tree (D = 2.2833, K = 1) 

Figure 2. Six 16-node networks, with their average distance (D) and connectivity (K). The dumbbell and tree 

topologies provide a simple model of traditional C2 structures. 
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The correspondences in Table 1 are not merely metaphors. Figure 3 (redrawn from Dekker 2013a) shows that 

there is a monotonic correspondence between candidate solutions to the Assignment Problem and sets of 

Kuramoto Model angles, such that better solutions correspond to higher correlation coefficients r. As an 

additional piece of evidence, in this paper we will report an experiment showing that there is also a 

correspondence between Kuramoto Model dynamics and a simple agent-based model of a military task. 

 

Figure 3. Assignment Problem solutions correspond to Kuramoto angle sets (redrawn from Dekker 2013a). 

Of course, there are many properties of military synchronisation with no counterpart in the Kuramoto Model. 

There is also a model artefact: the dynamics in Equation 1 result in difficulties synchronising large cycles 

(see Figure 4). This difficulty results from an interaction between the angles θi and positions of nodes within 

a large cycle. This difficulty does not correspond to any real-world military phenomenon, because the angles 

θi do not correspond to any quantity in the military world. 

 

Figure 4. Unsynchronised stable state for a Kuramoto network containing large cycles. Here the angles θi are 

visualised as colours on a red–orange–yellow–green–blue–purple–red colour wheel. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 5. (a) Kuramoto Model dynamics calculated using the ode facility of the R toolkit, for the networks 

in Figure 2, with k = 0.1, and for random ωi and initial θi, selecting the median final r value out of 11 runs. 

(b) Final r value from (a) as a function of average distance (D) divided by connectivity (K). 

What is the main lesson for C2 from the Kuramoto Model? As Figure 5 illustrates, it is that successful 

synchronisation depends on short network paths (i.e. a low average distance D) and multiple alternate 

network paths (i.e. a high connectivity K). Dekker (2010) explores this dependence in more detail. This 

lesson is not a particularly surprising one, since D correlates with speed of transmission through a network, 

and K is a measure of network robustness. However, it is interesting that the effect of network topology can 

largely be reduced to these two network metrics – other network properties have comparatively minor effects, 

although these may still be important (Dekker 2013b). 

It should be noted that this is not the only possible application of the Kuramoto Model to C2. Kalloniatis 

(2008) interprets the phase angles θi as positions within an Observe–Orient–Decide–Act (OODA) loop. The 

correspondences in Table 1 and the empirical data discussed in this paper do not apply to that quite different 

construct, which provides a theory of synchronising friendly OODA loops and disrupting hostile ones. 

2. EXPERIMENT – METHOD 

The experiment reported here involved a simple combat simulation written in NetLogo (Wilensky 1999). 

Figure 6 shows a screenshot of the simulation. The blue force here consists of 8 infantry fighting vehicles 

(IFVs) and 8 artillery units, connected using one of the network topologies in Figure 2 (with nodes 1–8 being 

artillery and nodes 9–16 IFVs). The simulated network allows messages to be sent along communication 

links. The red force consists of 40 stationary units, each with the same combat power as the IFVs. The blue 

mission is to reach the east side of the battlefield in Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6. Screenshot of the NetLogo simulation. Triangles represent blue artillery, with brown arrows 

showing recent artillery strikes. Vehicles show blue infantry fighting vehicles (IFVs) advancing to the right, 

with the current leader highlighted in green. The blue communication network is shown in yellow. Human 

figures represent red units. Vehicles and human figures coloured grey have been killed. 
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To achieve their mission, the blue IFVs elect a leader using a distributed consensus algorithm (Mullender, 

1993). Specifically, each blue IFV broadcasts a message volunteering for the role, and the IFV with the 

lowest id number is selected as leader. The other blue IFVs then adjust their speed to remain west of the 

leader. Meanwhile, blue artillery supports the advance by laying down a barrage along a line of longitude just 

to the east of the leader. Clearly, communication failures can result in this barrage being too far to the east 

(thereby allowing red units to target the IFVs), or too far to the west (thereby also allowing blue-on-blue 

casualties). 

For blue forces, the correlation (synchronisation) measure is the level of agreement on which vehicle is the 

leader. For a pair of units, this is 1 if they agree, and 0 if they do not. For the (surviving) force as a whole at a 

specific point in time, it is the average over all pairs of units. For a specific simulation run, it is the average 

for the force over all time steps. For a particular network, it is the average over 1,000 simulation runs. 

The measure of mission success is the number of blue IFVs reaching the right (east) side of the battlefield in 

Figure 6. This is also averaged over 1,000 simulation runs for each network. 

3. EXPERIMENT – RESULTS 

Figure 7 shows that there is a monotonic nonlinear relationship between correlations in the Kuramoto Model 

(as per Figure 5) and plan-agreement correlations in the combat simulation for the corresponding network 

topology. This relationship is statistically significant (p < 1%). In other words, this confirms that 

synchronisation performance (correlation) of networks in the combat simulation corresponds to 

synchronisation performance (correlation) of networks in the Kuramoto Model. 

The relationship between network topology and mission success is more complex. This is because, while 

synchronisation supports good mission performance, there are also direct effects of network topology on 

mission performance. Specifically, effective communication of position updates from the lead vehicle is 

necessary for accurate artillery support (a similar situation occurs in the real world, where the network is used 

both for synchronising plans and for targeting). 

With regard to mission performance, the networks divide into two groups: the “poor” networks with 

connectivity K = 1 (Tree and Dumbbell), for which a mean of 4.42 vehicles reach the goal; and the “good” 

networks with connectivity K ≥ 3, for which a mean of 5.46 vehicles reach the goal (i.e. a mean of 1.04 

additional vehicles). Overlap between confidence intervals does not permit distinguishing between networks 

within these two groups. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 7. (a) Correlations in the combat simulation compared to correlations for the Kuramoto Model with 

the same network topology. 

(b) Mission performance in the combat simulation compared to connectivity of the network topology. Error 

bars show 95% confidence intervals. 
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4. DISCUSSION 

The experimental results above underscore the relationship between Kuramoto Model dynamics and military 

synchronisation noted in Table 1, and hence the main lesson of the Kuramoto Model: that successful 

synchronisation depends on short network paths (i.e. a low average distance D) and on multiple alternate 

network paths (i.e. a high connectivity K). This lesson is not, of course, new. It has long been argued that 

short network paths speed up information-sharing, and that multiple alternate network paths improve 

robustness (see e.g. Alberts and Hayes 2003, 2006, 2007). Modern joint and coalition operations avoid 

parallel “stovepipe” C2 structures by supplementing tree topologies with additional links. 

So what is the benefit in revisiting the Kuramoto Model in a C2 context? Its very simplicity makes it an 

illustration of how theoretical constructs should be used in models of human behaviour. As Agar (2003) 

points out, “The most important thing to translate when going from research to model are the human concepts 

that make the biggest difference in explaining what happens in the population. Then make sure the computer 

versions of the concepts interact like the human concepts did in the ethnographic explanation.” This requires 

the existence of a mapping like the one in Table 1, and this mapping should be justified by experimental 

work, such as the experiment reported here. 

There have been cases where theoretical constructs have been applied without such justification. For 

example, Maslow’s “Hierarchy of Needs” (Maslow 1943, 1962) has been used in social simulation models of 

human behaviour in Iraq and Afghanistan. However, this hierarchy is subject to several criticisms. In 

particular, Dunne (2009) suggests that it is a very poor model of non-Western cultures, and is consequently 

“non-deployable” to countries like Iraq. 

To be useful, a model must generate some kind of knowledge about the entity or process being modelled. 

Taking the classical definitions of knowledge as justified true belief and truth as corresponding to reality 

(Audi 2003; Dekker 2013a), this requires a justification both for the applicability of the model and for the 

relationship between model dynamics and real-world dynamics. Table 1 provides an example of such 

relationships – but the mappings in such a table must be based on evidence and testing, rather than simply on 

assertion. 

Models may deviate from reality in two ways, both of which can be found in Table 1. First, there will be 

many aspects of reality that are not represented (or not adequately represented) in the model. No conclusions 

about those aspects of reality can therefore be drawn from the model. In the case of the Kuramoto Model, 

most aspects of synchronisation in military systems are unrepresented, and the model thus tells us nothing 

about them. From the point of view of a specific application, however, we would expect the model to 

represent the “most prominent causal relations” (Galán et al. 2009). 

The second way in which a model may deviate from reality is by containing artefacts – properties of the 

model which do not correspond to properties of the real world. In the case of the Kuramoto Model, the 

difficulty in synchronising large cycles is such an artefact. Experiments with the Kuramoto Model do not 

provide any grounds for recommendations against network topologies containing large cycles. Developers of 

simulation models must be on guard against such artefacts. Confirming a valid correspondence between 

model and reality can be done using experiments in the field, or by using other simulation models of a 

different kind. In this paper, for example, we have shown how a simple agent-based simulation can be used 

to confirm the predictions of the Kuramoto Model. 

There are other approaches to truth in simulation than the correspondence theory of truth that we have used 

(Schmid 2005). A consensus theory of truth takes a simulation as valid if a majority of stakeholders and 

subject-matter experts believe that it is. A coherence theory of truth takes a simulation as valid if it is 

consistent with other beliefs. Both of these approaches ignore “ground truth” and can therefore lead to 

“groupthink” and to an uncritical acceptance of simulation results. In particular, the deficiencies of Maslow’s 

“Hierarchy of Needs” noted by Dunne (2009) would not have been recognised under those two approaches to 

truth. It is therefore preferable to rely on the correspondence theory of truth which underlies Table 1. 

Particularly with military simulations, where lives are on the line, it is important that decision-makers have 

confidence that their models do indeed reflect reality. 
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